
Take some time to practise 

some mindfulness through 

colouring and listening to 

calming music. Practise Peer 

Massage with brothers, sisters 

or parents/carers – you don’t 

need the special music just use 

any relaxing music you enjoy 

listening to. 

Design a new Easter treat for 

someone who can’t eat chocolate. 

Which sweet will you use? What 

shape will you make it? What will 

come in with it? Will it be in a box, 

or a tub or something else? 

 

Have a competition in your house 

– who can list the most 

Chocolate bars? 

Spring animals? 

 

 

Use Lego, building blocks, 

playdough or other toys to 

create Easter characters like 

bunnies, chicks and butterflies. 

 

A Creme Egg costs 50p. How 

many different ways can you 

find to pay for it using 

different coins? 

 

  
Play the alphabet game for Easter – 

go round and name something to do 

with Easter and spring time for 

every letter of the alphabet. 

Plan an Easter Egg treasure hunt 

in your house and garden. Make a 

treasure map to show where the 

Easter treats are hidden. Can 

they be found? 

 

How does the Easter bunny stay 

in shape? He makes sure he 

gets his daily eggs-ercise!  

What other Easter jokes do you 

know ?  

See how many people you can 

make laugh with your jokes! 

There’s something so sweet and 

special about brightly coloured 

eggs sprinkled throughout the 

landscape on a spring day!  And 

now, there’s a way to 

Make an Easter card – just draw 

your own Easter Egg and decorate 

it with colourful patterns. If you 

want to try something more tricky 

have a go at one of these ideas 

In the past, people would go on 

an Easter parade wearing 

decorated Easter hats called 

bonnets.  

As you read through the Bible 

and discuss the events leading 

up to the Easter Sunday, have 

the children record their 
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incorporate the true message of 

Easter with this fun, family 

tradition. 

In some eggs, place a cards with 

words that describe the 

message of Easter. (Examples: 

hope, resurrection, sacrifice and 

love). When children sort 

through their eggs, collect the 

cards and share how that word 

describes the Good News of 

Easter. 

https://www.mykidstime.com/things 

-to-do/easy-make-easter-card-

ideascute-as-bunnies/ 

 
 

Draw your own Easter bonnet – 

decorate it with flowers, leaves, 

sweets – anything you fancy! 

 

 

thoughts in mini- Easter 

journal. 

 

 
Write a list of as many Easter 

and Spring words as you can – 

choose 10 and turn them into a 

word search for someone in your 

house to complete! 

Play Pin the Tail on the Bunny!  

Draw a large bunny from the side – 

so you can see where the tail should 

go.  

Cut a circle out of card and stick a 

cotton wool ball onto it. 

 Put some sellotape or blue tac on 

the back.  

Blindfold each player before their 

turn and see who gets closest to 

where the bunny’s tail should be! 

Make a list of the first 10 things 

you think about when you hear 

the word ‘Spring’.  

Now add 2 adjectives to 

describe each one.  

Make your list into a Spring time 

poem. 

 

 

 

Have bunny hop races to see 

who is the fastest! Make sure 

everyone is doing their bunny 

hop correctly! Mix it up and 

jump with your hands on your 

heads as ears – who is the 

quickest now? Who can jump 

the furthest? 

 

Draw a poster showing all the 

new life appearing outside at 

An alien has just landed in your 

garden! Tell him or her all about 

 

How many smaller words can you 

find in ‘springtime’?  

Choose an Easter or Spring 

word. Write in down your page – 
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the moment – think about plants 

as well as animals. 

Easter – why and how we celebrate 

it. 

 

Now try  

 one of these: 

chocolate eggs 

Easter Bunny 

Good Friday 

Easter Sunday 

Spring flowers 

Spring chicken 

can you think of a word or 

sentence for each letter?  

E A S T E R  

E aster is here  

A ll the children smiling  

S pring is here!  

T reats  

E ggs everywhere  

R abbits and chicks 
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